Margarita Velcheva @MegganV · 11 Nov 2016
Novel educational approaches session with Nele Caeyers @LupusEurope happening right now during @eCMEf #9ECF

Meetoo @MeetooApp · 9 Nov 2016
Meetoo in action at @eCMEf #9ECF
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 11 Nov 2016
#9ECF Vasilios Papalois of EACCME talking about the issue of quality control in accredited CME. It’s crucial!

Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · 9 Nov 2016
Lovely meeting space at #9ECF to help cheer me up.

Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · 9 Nov 2016
Strong sentiment in the room that industry support is necessary for CME #9ECF

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · 11 Nov 2016
Should ECF move from an annual meeting to a membership organization? #9ecf

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 11 Nov 2016
CME isn’t about HCPs obtaining credits, it’s about HCPs developing skills that improve patient care. #9ECF

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · 11 Nov 2016
What would be the impact of reducing industry support for CME in Europe? A wicked question posed by @meducate at #9ecf
Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · 11 Nov 2016
Agree. Shouldn’t be just for testing #9ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate
Patient voice necessary in clinical research. Different levels of involvement are possible. #9ECF

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME · 7 Nov 2016
Working on my opening for #9ECF and found this presentation I gave on “who is calling the shots” in European CME

Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · 10 Nov 2016
Patient management, patient communication...stop calling those ‘soft skills’. That’s hard! -- Craig Campbell #9ECF

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME · 7 Nov 2016
Thank you, we will miss you at #9ECF this year. Get well soon!

Mathena Pavan @mathena123
Replying to @meducate @eCMEf
good luck everybody! Sadly stuck in UK with broken ankle! Will be watching the twitter stream!

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · 15 Nov 2016
Summary - #9ECF and #UEMSCME3 (all tweets that were hashtagged) stornify.com/SusanHYarbrough... via @susanhyarbrough

Bobbie Hough liked

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME · Jan 6
A personal reflection of #9ECF that I gave in Oxford earlier this week.

Peter Llewellyn @networkpharma
excellent free webcast with @EuropeanCME reflecting on European CME at lnkd.in/dWbCb39 following this week's #medcomms event

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · 11 Nov 2016
Globally, COI discussions continue #9ecf
Good luck everyone with #9ECF

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME
#9ECF here we come... twitter.com/meducate/status…

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME · 7 Nov 2016
#9ECF here we come...

Lawrence Sherman @meducate
Looking forward to the conversation about UEMS/EACCME @eCMEf this week. Should be good fodder prior to UEMS meeting. #unsession unleashed

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · 9 Nov 2016
Wow. Does CME work? Saddened that we still ask this question. #9ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 9 Nov 2016
#9ECF Jonas Nordqvist from #Karolinska talking about the connection between PGME and CME and CPD

ACCME @AccreditedCME · 9 Nov 2016
Looking forward to the 9th Annual European #CME Forum (#9ECF), where #ACCME's Graham McMahon & Kate Regnier will participate as faculty!

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 9 Nov 2016
Does learning space impact CPD? Great discussion at #9ECF in a room designed for audience engagement.
Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · 7 Nov 2016
Replying to @meducate
As someone who’s never met a word limit she can’t exceed, I agree. Twitter is great training to be more succinct. #cmechat #9ECF

Christopher Walsh @MedEd_UK · 9 Nov 2016
Great potted history of continuing medical education from Hippocrates onwards... #9ECF

European CME Forum @eCMEf
And we’re off! Robin Stevenson leads pre- #9ECF session c Drs Leibbrandt, Wentz and Harvey.
europeanmcemforum.eu

Eugene Pozniak Retweeted
Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · 10 Nov 2016
As @poohspop notes, @SACME_ has been working on standardized CME-CPD terminology #9ECF journals.lww.com/jcehp/toc/2015...

Nomar Alviar @HPEducatorPH · 11 Nov 2016
Easy 2 shift 2 this mindset if we think of patients as research participants rather than research subjects. #9ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate
Patient voice necessary in clinical research. Different levels of involvement are possible. #9ECF

Vibeke Nielsen @vnielse2 · 9 Nov 2016
#9ECF answer from audience at @eCMEf
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 9 Nov 2016
In the end we need to think about the learners and their needs. #9ECF

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough
#9ECF ah, yes - the elephant in the room "What is the relevance of EACCME if ACCME now will accreditation@uems.net exUS entities?"

Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · 11 Nov 2016
Fascinating to consider how definitions are evolving. The Grants Guidebook update will be a fantastic resource! #9ECF

Anne Grupe @CMEGrupe
Replying to @cpdcontent
Already done by the ACEHP MSS/ACE Workgroup in 2010; being updated to add to the Grants Guidebook! See acehp.org/d/do/232

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 11 Nov 2016
And follow @accreditedcme accme #9ecf

Lawrence Sherman @meducate
#9ECF Graham McMahon from ACCME using the term CME professional. That’s the key! They are ultimately responsible for the CME they design

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 11 Nov 2016
Offering clinical research findings in a lay version for the patient. Novel concept from EULAR shared during #9ECF.

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 8 Nov 2016
Excited to join my @GoToPER colleagues in Amsterdam for #9ECF this week.

How do you learn? @BrianSMcGowan · 10 Nov 2016
Replying to @SusanHYarbrough
... Ummm. If you have to ask? #9ECF ;-)

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 11 Nov 2016
Collaboration and global CME/CPD consensus building - benefits/top takeaways of attending #9ECF this week from key stakeholders.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · 9 Nov 2016
Are Quality and Safety a threat to CME? #9ECF
Are Quality and Safety a threat to CME? #9ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 9 Nov 2016
#9ECF I’ll be in the room after lunch. Let’s see what happens!

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · 9 Nov 2016
Oh! Elephant in the room is addressed. EBC suspension from EACCME #9ECF

Vibeke Nielsen @vnielse2 · 9 Nov 2016
@eCMEf Interesting discuss. on ‘un-conference’ as informal space for interact. in relation to congresses. Set time but ‘open’ agenda. #9ECF

European CME Forum @eCMEf · 10 Nov 2016
@kathycappell65 with @meducate explaining Moore’s levels of outcomes at #9ECF europeancmeforum.eu

European CME Forum @eCMEf · 11 Nov 2016
Clarisse Aillet describing MedTech Europe grant requirements and new developments at #9ECF.
European CME Forum @eCMEf · 11 Nov 2016
Jacqui Thornton exploring vision of future with Marie-Claire Pickaert, Graham McMahon, Vassilios Papalois at #9ECF

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 9 Nov 2016
Full house at #9ECF in Amsterdam. Current session: drivers of quality education.
My observations and opinions - Summary of #9ECF and #UEMSCME3

You've been quoted in my Storify story "Summary - #9ECF and #UEMSCME3 (all tweets)"

Session 2 with discussion about current status and present challenges in European CME at #9ECF. europeanCMEforum.eu

Happy New Year! All #9ECF presentations are now live - europeanCMEforum.eu. Publications and reports coming soon.

#9ECF Kate’s workshop was terrific and Graham was great in his session! #accme @AccreditedCME

Looking forward to the 9th Annual European CME Forum (#9ECF), where ACCME’s Graham McMahon & Kate Regnier will participate as faculty!
Replying to @meducate
@cpdcontent Hard skills it is #9ECF

Anne Jacobson, CHCP liked
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 11 Nov 2016
My 2 cents - include the patient as one of the professions in IPCE #9ECF

ACCME and 8 others follow
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 11 Nov 2016
Patient voice necessary in clinical research. Different levels of involvement are possible. #9ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 11 Nov 2016
Patient Partners Program - patients teaching medical students with hands on training of rheum disease #9ECF

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · 10 Nov 2016
Love the phrase "Compliance Darwinism" #9ECF

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · 10 Nov 2016
Why should industry go outside to educate since they have data and expertise? Um, Pillar of Independence #9ECF
Compliance case study- RFP from industry with identified needs and LOs. Do you respond? #9ECF

Eugene Pozniak Retweeted

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 10 Nov 2016
If we are going to advance the profession of CME for learners, we need to create more harmonisation and flexibility. #9ECF

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · 10 Nov 2016
A common challenge identified at #9ECF is the need to standardise terminology among global CME stakeholders.

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · 10 Nov 2016
Writing measurable learning outcomes today! #9ecf

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · 10 Nov 2016
Most important to the patient/family may be perceived different from what is important to health care professionals #9ecf

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · 10 Nov 2016
Patient/wife sharing experiences of early Parkinson’s dx. Learners identifying prof. practice gaps. Powerful. #9ecf

European CME Forum @eCMEf · 9 Nov 2016
And we’re off! Robin Stevenson leads pre- #9ECF session c Drs Leibbrandt.
And we're off! Robin Stevenson leads pre-#9ECF session c Drs Leibbrandt, Wentz and Harvey.

European CME Forum @eCMEf · 7 Nov 2016
Want to know a little more about European CME Forum and #9ECF? Take a look here:

Eugene Pozniak Retweeted
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · 7 Nov 2016
Looking forward to participating in my ninth European CME Forum this week. #9ECF @eCMEf @EuropeanCME

Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · 7 Nov 2016
ICYMI: As we head to #9ECF in Amsterdam this week to discuss European CME, here is our summary of #8ECF: jecme.eu/index.php/jecm...

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · 6 Nov 2016
it must be conference season again... I’ll be at #9ECF, tweeting away

European CME Forum @eCMEf · 6 Nov 2016
We will be tweeting from this account, @eCMEf and using #9ECF.
Final preparations underway for #9ECF. Full programme and meeting book now live on the website: europeancmeforum.eu/the-ninth-euro...

Don't miss out on Early Bird registration for the 9th Annual European CME Forum run by @eCMEf in Amsterdam! #9ECF europeancmeforum.eu/the-ninth-euro...

MedSense is looking forward to The 9th European CME Forum in Amsterdam. Early bird registration here europeancmeforum.eu/the-ninth-euro... #CME #9ECF

The Forum Workshops were a resounding success last year so we are repeating them at #9ECF Check bit.ly/1TXefz4 for more #CME #meded

We are still finalising topics & speakers. Tell us what u want to hear examined at #9ECF & get 10% off registration bit.ly/293ABAp

We will be running a series of Specialty Seminars @ #9ECF, discussing common aims&challenges of each specialty group bit.ly/1TXefz4

#9ECF programme now live! Have a look at the Faculty members confirmed so far bit.ly/1TXefz4 #CME #meded

Read #8ECF report recently published in @jecme to get the essence of European CME Forum meetings bit.ly/1XdyXAr #9ECF #CME #meded

Have you seen what we have planned for this year? Visit the website for #9ECF agenda overview bit.ly/1UploI5 #meded #CME

Join us in Amsterdam for #9ECF with the UEMS-EACCME meeting after. More info here: europeanCMEforum.eu. Early Bird now open!

#9ECF Early Bird now open. Let us know what you think the hot topics in European CME are! surveymonkey.co.uk/r/9ECFNA 9-11 Nov, Amsterdam.
European CME Forum @eCMEf - 3 Jun 2016
Which scenarios cause you most concern for European CME? Fill in the survey and get 10% off your #9ECF ticket bit.ly/1TM75Ub

European CME Forum @eCMEf - 1 Jun 2016
Early Bird registration for #9ECF is now open! Come to Amsterdam and join the debate on European CME europeancmeforum.eu/registration/ #meded #CME

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME - 1 Apr 2016
An exciting day for the NHS and Manchester. "DevoManc" started today - as heard at #8ECF. #9ECF #meded @meducate

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME - 9 Dec 2015
I think for #9ECF we’d need to see more European practical examples. But not LHR, evaluations said enough UK cases.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate
Real World Application of #Meded Strategies in International Travel twitter.com/edwinborman/st...